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Let G be a simple, simply connected affine algebraic group over an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let (B, 7’) be a Bore1 subgroup 
and maximal torus, and let X(T) be the character group. Let R be the set 
of roots of (G, T), R+ the set of roots of (BopP, T), S the set of simple roots 
in R+, and X’(T) the set of dominant characters. Let 1 be a character on 
B which is an element of X+(T), and let Mn be the irreducible G-module of 
highest weight 1. W is the Weyl group of (G, T), wO is the longest word in 
W, and yl’ is the coroot of a root y. 
In [4], we constructed the family of operators {Jw ( MJE W) on the set 
X(T) Oz [w (see the Preliminary section). For 1 E X(T) in generic, dominant 
position, we showed that {MJw l}w.E ,+, is a set of (multiplicity one) com- 
position factors of H”(J) (here, we call those factors the scaffolding factors 
of H”(l)), and that H”“‘(w. 1) has socle M,., and unique top factor 
M,wow.n. At the same time, that serves to determine the top and socle fac- 
tors of the image of an intertwining between any two higher cohomology 
modules. In this paper, we augment that information about the image of 
the non-zero intertwining cp: H”“‘l’(w, .A) -+ H’(“‘z)( w2 . A) by determining 
which of the scaffolding factors appear in the image (Section 2). 
In 1.1, we show the following facts about extensions among the 
scaffolding pieces: if Ext,!JM,%, .1, MJw2.J is non-zero, then w2 = SOW,, for 
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some simple root p; furthermore, if Ext,!JMJsp. A, M,) is non-zero, then 
Ext ,!J MJsJw A, MJw. 1) is also non-zero. 
Throughout, the weights considered are p-regular weights in the lowest 
p* alcove. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
Let yER+ and nEi7. H,,, is the affine hyperplane 
{xEWUC% Wl(y”, x+p)=vj. Let qnp be the operator of reflection in 
J-f,. np 
DEFINITION. HY,np is a lower (resp. upper) y-hyperplane relative to 
xEX(T)if(y”,X+p)>np(resp.(y”,X+p)<np). WewillalsosaythatXis 
on the positive (resp. negative) side of H,, np in these cases. 
DEFINITION. The sign of ycR is + if yER+, and is - if yER-. 
Define the operator s,,. on X(T) as follows. sy* .x equals the reflection of 
x in the nearest lower y-hyperplane; i.e., sy*. x = sy.nP. x when 
np < (y’, x + p) < (n + 1) p. Let ST be the operator inverse to s,. . In [4], 
the operators J,,, M’E w, on X(T) are defined as follows. 
Jn.=SB,*SSa,(P*). “‘S,g* .“SP ,-,( jj,,.’ where sh ... sB, is a reduced expression for w. 
Let u be a special vertex fi,,, H,., ( =nyeR+ HYTnYp, where {n,,},,eR+ 
is determined by (ng}Pfs). Let W, be the subgroup of the affine Weyl 
group which fixes v. W and W, are canonically isomorphic; the symbols w 
and y are used conventionally to denote corresponding elements of W and 
WV. In C41, the group {ZyIYE wL, of alcove identification operators is defined 
by: Z,, = ZyP, . . . Zys,, where yP, . ,I yp, is a reduced expression for y and 
ZYB = sp* Yp = I?@&9 *, for fiES. ZY fixes the box V”= (xEX(T)I(?Z~-~)~< 
(fl”, x + p) Qnpp, for /?E S} pointwise. Z, and .Z,-I are related by: 
Z,=J,.-,y=yJ,‘. 
Formula. For ;1~ V”, J;‘.1= y-‘.I. 
In fact, I,-,=J,y-‘. Since Z, operates trivially on v”, 
J,'.I=y~'.Z,.~=y-'.~. 
For A a generic weight (in the lowest p*-alcove) [2], H*(A) and 
H’(“)(w . A) have the same formal character, and M,., (a composition 
factor of multiplicity one) is the socle of H”“‘(w. A); see [2,4]. 
Let [M:N] be the multiplicity of an irreducible module N as a 
composition factor of a module M. When [M:N] = 1, the intersection of 
all submodules of A4 that have N as a composition factor is the smallest 
submodule of A4 having N as a composition factor. 
Let M be a module, and let 0 + N, + N + N, + 0 be an extension of a 
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module N, by a module N,. We will say that the extension occurs in M if 
there is a subquotient of M giving the extension; i.e., there are submodules 
M, c M, c M such that 0 + N, + M,jM, + N, + 0 is isomorphic to the 
extension. 
DEFINITION. X,+(T)= {nEX+(T)Il is a generic weight in the lowest 
p2-alcove}. 
DEFINITION. EXt(‘)= {PEEXg+(T)IEXtk(Mpy Mj.)#(O)} 
1. INTERTWININGS 
Let J be a generic weight in V”, and let w1 and w2 be any elements of W. 
We will show that there is a non-zero intertwining between ,FPn’l’( w, .A) 
and JYJ’(~‘~)( u12.A) ( see also [2,2.4]). The following proposition embodies 
that fact. 
Let w and w’ be elements of W. Let u’= sB, ... sP, be a reduced expression 
for IV and let 
fps, ~~~vl~‘)(sB, . . . SB, u” .A) ‘PI, H’h-, ---sP,-X”)(SB,-, . .sp, . ut’ .A) 
iI -, H’h, -~sP,w”)(ssI . . .sB, . ~7’ 2) 
be the exact sequence of intertwinings constructed in [4] 
Assume that 2 and y’ .A are generic weights. 
PROPOSITION. The composite cp, . . . ‘pi = cp :H’(n’n”‘( ww’ . I) -+ H”““‘( w’ A) 
is non-zero. 
Proof: Let 
Hl’“fl, “ .T,!  ) s 
‘( s,...s,j,.~v‘.~)pL 
H”“L, -VI’(S~,-, . . .sB, .y’ . 2) 
i, 
-, H’h “%)(sB, . . . spl .y’ . 2) 
be an exact sequence of non-zero intertwinings. I,. transforms Im (pi into 
Im (pi, as elements of the Grothendieck group of G [4]. To show that cp is 
non-zero, it is enough to show that the (multiplicity one) composition 
factor MJw.., of @(A) is a composition factor of Im (pi, for each i. Corre- 
spondingly, it is enough to show that Zys(MJw,.A) ( = My, .1) is a composition 
factor of Im (pi, for each i. That is so, since (pi ... Cp, # 0 [ 11, and since 
M,., .A is the socle of H’(y’ . A). 
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COROLLARY. The socle level of M,s,w,. ;, in H”““‘( w’ . A) is at least l(w) + 1. 
Proof: By the proposition, $ = $, . . . Ic/, : H”““)(w’ .,I) + H’(“‘““)(ww’ .A) 
is non-zero. Since MJKw, .A is the socle of Im Ic/, the socle level of M,ti,w. .A in 
H”““‘(w’ . %) must be at least j + 1, in order to survive under the composite 
of j = Z( up)-intertwinings. 
1.1. Extensions between Elements of {M,*, A^ } II’ E w 
Let A be a generic weight in V”. Assume that y .A is generic, for each 
y E W,. For part (b) of the proposition below, assume that J,, . II is also 
generic, for each w E W. 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) Zf Extk(M+ .1, MJ,2.1) # (0), then w2 = sgwI, for 
some BE S. 
(b ) Suppose that Extk(M,*,.,, M,) is non-zero, for all 
XE {JIL..E.}WEW, and all @ES. 
Extb( M,, )., MJK.*. 1) # (0) if and only if w2 = sB w 1, for some fi E S. 
Proof: (a) Write w2 = (WOW;‘) wi. By [S], a composition factor M, 
of p(n) occurs as a factor of SOC?(H’~~‘I)( w, .A)) with multiplicity equal to 
dim, ExtL(M,,,.,, M,). Take ZJ =J”,? .A. By the corollary above, the socle 
level of MJw2 .), in H’(““‘(w, .A) is at least l(w,w;‘)+ 1. Hence, if 
Extk(M,k,.i, M,kZ.,)#(0), then M,,.j, is a factor of SOC~(H”“~‘(W,.A)) 
and 2 > l(w, w; ‘) + 1. Therefore, l(ur2 WC ’ ) = 1 (it cannot be zero, since 
Extk(M,,, M,)=O), and ~v~w;‘=s~, for some DES. 
(b) We show that WAM,~,.;, M.+A) Z 0 whenever 
Ext&(M,*,, MS,,,,%. j,) # (0). Let v be the special vertex such that d eyP1 . I”. 
By [4], J,,. . = y. on y ~ ’ . I/‘; hence, J,. ‘2 = y. I lies in V”. On the other 
hand, J,IBH, . i = ZJ I.Y~~J,~ ‘3.. In fact, for 1 E yP ’ V“, we have more 
generally that J,.,,. . E.=Z,.-IJ,..J,:A, since Z,.~~IJ,,.J,..~=Z,,.,,.,~,Z,..J,,.J,;~= 
J, ,,.s, ,. (y’y)-‘z,.~J,.~J,.~~ = J,. ,,,, (y’y) ’ I”J,.‘l” = J&&y-‘J,..I = J,.,,..A, 
since y -‘J,,..i=A for AEy-‘.Vr. 
Since J,,. . J. E I”‘, the element sglJ,. . I of { ,D E X+(T) ) Ext&( MJw. ir M,) 
Z(0)) lies in a piece of that set which is stable under the group {ZY}l.E w, 
(see [5 (Theorem 1 ), 21). Hence, for .ZsPw . A= ZYm IS~.J,. . lb, we have 
EXth(MJw.j.t MJAb.~) Z (0). 
Let u’ E W and let rl/: Z?)(J) + H”“‘)(w. A) be a non-zero intertwining. 
Assume that J,.. . i is generic, for each w’ E W. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that Extk( M,,. ~, MP) # (0), for all generic 
weights p and /? E S. Zf l(sp w) = l(w) + 1, then the extension of MJspw ,A by 
M Jw. >, occurs in HO(A). 
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Proof: By [S], an extension of MJs8” .1 by MJm,.). occurs as a submodule 
M of H”““(w . A). Since M,%,. j. is the socle of H”““(w . A), it is a composition 
factor of Im I/. MJ ,. >. is also a composition factor of Im $, since it is 
even a compositi?k factor of the image of the composite of 
@(,I)+H”““(w.A)+H ( “v’) sow, A). It follows that M is a submodule of 
Im $ and that $ -‘(M)/Ker II/ = M. Hence, the extension occurs in @(A). 
1.2. The Position of the Weights {J;’ . A},., w 
Let i be a generic weight in v”, where u is the special vertex 
f&,~Hy,n;~. WL-‘.~=n,.w,. $2 ’ SL -’ . ;1 is called the inverse linkage 
class of A; see [4]. Assume that all the weights of WL-’ .A are generic. 
DEFINITION. mWL-’ .A= {( x,n)EX,f(T)xNln=CH”(X):Mi.l}. 
THEOREM 1 [3]. m WL- ’ A is WC-invariant. 
THEOREM 2 [S]. WL~‘.I={XEX,+(T)][H~(X):M~]#(O)}. 
LEMMA 1. For 1 E If“, {J,; ’ . i 1 w E W} = W, . A. 
Proof See the formula in Section 0: J; ’ .A= y ~ ’ A. 
The orbit W,, )b consists of extremal weights in WL ~ ’ ‘2, in the follow- 
ing sense. For any y E R+ , when y . /z is on the positive (resp. negative) side 
of Hl.,n.p, (sby.y.% (resp. (s,*)‘.y. %) does not lie in WL-’ .A, forj>O. In 
fact, by the W,-symmetry of WL ~ ’ . A, it is enough to show that when y is 
the neutral element of W,. For j> 0, (s,,y. ;1 lies in SL . ;1, and not in 
SL ~ ’ A. 
The orbit W, .A is also extremal in WL ~ ’ . A in the simple sense of being 
the elements at maximal (Euclidean) distance from u. 
Let y E R + and u’ E W. Consider the weight J; ’ . A = y - ’ . A. Define n by 
np< (y’, y-’ .A+p)<(n+l)p. 
LEMMA 2. (a) If y-’ . A is on the negative side of HYsn,,p, then 
s{,* .ypl .% lies in WL-’ .A only when j=O. 
(b) rf y - ’ . A is on the positive side of H,. “rP, then 
sf,..y-l .1~ WL-’ .I implies that 06 j<2(n-n,)+ 1. 
ProoJ (a) is the extremal property of yP1 . II. (b) Since sy, “yp lies in 
w,, Sy,n,pY-l. . . . I still lies in W, . A. Since sy, “yp .y-‘. ?. ~=S2(n-ny)+l. Y -1 .A 
lies on the negative side of H,,+r, (b) follows from (a). 
1.3. Multiplicity Formulas 
Let x be a generic weight and let p E X’(T). Suppose that w E W and 
YES have the property that ~(s~MJ)=~(w)+~. Let cp: H’(n’)+l(~B~.~)+ 
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H”““(w. x) be non-zero. Suppose that all the weights of WL- ’ . p and 
s,,-I(~)*. WL-‘.p= {~~,-~,*.616~ WL-‘.,u} are generic. Let j be the 
maximal index such that (s,~,~~).)/.xE WL-’ .p. 
Formula. [Im cp: MP] =x{=0 (- l)‘[Ho((~,.~~(~)~)~.x): Mp]. 
Proof: By 1.2, Theorem 2, [@((s,,~~,.)~+’ .x): M,] =O. Hence, the 
formula follows from the proof of 3.5 Corollary in [4]. 
Remark. The alternating sum in the formula may be computed in 
mWL-’ .p. 
1.3.1. Fix a generic weight A, and fix w E Wand fi E S, where l(ssw) may 
be either I(M’) + 1. Assume that all the weights in WL-’ . I, 
s,,-I~~)*. WL--‘.;I and s$,(~,. WL-‘./L are generic too. 
Consider the set of non-zero intertwinings 
We characterize those ~1~ in W such that M1 is a composition factor of the 
image of cp,, .
PROPOSITION. [Im (P~,~: M,] #(O)OW~‘(~~) and w,(w-‘(fi)) have the 
same sign when Z(sgw) = I(w) + 1 and opposite signs when Z(ss w) = l(w) - 1. 
Proof Set y = ul-‘(fi) and set x=J,’ .,J for some fixed w1 E W. 
Mj. = MJw, x is a composition factor of H’(X) of multiplicity one. Let 
u= nyER+ fhnyP be the special vertex such that J.E V”. 
Case (i). w-‘(B) = YE R+; i.e., /(sow) = Z(w) + 1. -z=. Suppose that 
WI(Y) E R+. First, we show that x is on the negative side of H,, “~,p. If we 
add -v - p to the weights at issue, we specialize to the case v = -b, where 
we are required to show that (y”, x + p) < 0. (y”, x + p) = (y’, ~1;’ . A + p), 
by the formula in Section 0, = (w,(y)“, ,? + p), which is less than zero, since 
ull(y) E R+ and 1 is negative dominant (in fact, i E Y-p). 
Since x is on the negative side of HY,n7P, [@(s$ . x):M,] is non-zero 
only when k = 0, by Lemma 2 and Theorem 2 of Subsection 1.2, and 
it equals 1 when k = 0. Then by the multiplicity formula, [Im cp&,, : M,] = 1. 
=> Suppose that w,(y) E R-. As in the proof of -z, x may be shown 
to lie on the positive side of H,,,.. By the multiplicity formula, Lemma 2 
and Theorem 2, [Imcp: M,] = C~~;n~)+l (-l)i [H”(si..~):M,]. 
Since mWL-‘.I is W,-invariant, we have [H’(s$ .x):M,] = 
CHots, ,,.,p .s$ . x):M,], where s~,~,~.s:*.x=s:!“-“‘.‘+‘--~.x. Hence, there 
is pair&e cancellation in the alternating sum expression for [Im cp :M1] 
above, and [Im p:M,] = (0). 
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Case (ii). u’- ’ (j?)=y~R-; i.e., I(spw)=I(w)-1. Let 
p+‘(Ss”.X) q , fp”“(w.X) vQ ) fp-ysp$LX) 
be an exact sequence of non-zero intertwinings. We claim that 
[Imcp:M,]= [Ker$:M,] is non-zero if and only if w,(y)~R+. 
Equivalently, we show that [Im $: M,] is non-zero if and only if 
u’,(y) E R-. But that is just Case (i) for the intertwining $ and the elements 
sgu’ of Wand b of S. 
2. SCAFFOLDING FACTORS IN THE IMAGES OF INTERTWININGS 
Let x be a generic weight. Assume that the weights in 
wL-‘.(J,,., .x)u (J./ER+(Sy*. WL~‘~(J,.,~~)us~~ WL-‘.(J,;x)) also 
are generic for IQ, E W, for the proposition below. For w, w’ E W, the image 
of a non-zero cp :H’(“‘““)( \VU” .x) + H”“‘) (MI’ .x) equals the smallest sub- 
module of H”““‘(w’ . x) containing HJwoaw,, .x as a composition factor, since 
MJx~oo,,~ x is the unique top factor of H/(~““)(~~’ . x) and of Im cp. 
Below, we describe the set {w, E WI [Im ~:M,,.,] # (0)}, and 
equivalently, the set of those composition factors of Im cp of the form 
A4 J,, .x. That will augment the picture of Im cp given in [4], where the 
bottom and top composition factors MJw, x and MJwoww, .x of Im cp are 
produced. Furthermore, we see from the proposition that the set 
(~1, E W / [ Im cp : IV,“, .X] # 0) is independent of x, for x generic. 
Let s,], . . . sB, be a reduced expression for it’. Let cp = ‘pi . . . ‘pj (Sect. 1). 
PROPOSITION. MJ%,,., is a composition factor of Im cp if and only if, for 
each A (sp,+, .~~s~,M”)~’ (8,) and wI((sg,+, .~.sB,w’)~’ (pi)) have a common 
sign when /(sot . . s,{, w’) = f(sp,-, . .sg, w’) + 1 and opposite signs when 
4s 8,...sB,u.‘)=I(s,,,~,~~.s8,“‘)-1. 
Proof Since M,, x has multiplicity one in p(x), [Im cp: MJw, .X] # 0 if 
and only if [Im cpi: MJw,.,] #O, for each i= 1, . . . . j. By the proposition of 
1.3.1, with B=/?, and ss,_, . sB, ~1’ in place of w there, and 1= J,, . x, 
[Im cp,: M,“,.,] #O if and only if (s~,-~ . ..sp.w’)-l (/I;) and 
u’,((sp,-, ‘.. s8, w’))’ (/Ii)) have a common sign when I(sp,. . .sB1 w’) = 
QSL I . ..sg.w’) + 1 and opposite signs when @PI . ..sp.w’) = 
kJp,-, ” .sfl,w’)- 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Let cp: H”“‘(w. x) + H”(x) be a non-zero intertwining. 
M J,, .x is a composition factor of Im cp if and only ifl(ww;‘) = Z(w) + I(w,). 
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Proof: In the proposition, take w’ = Id. Since (,sg8-, . . . ss,)- 1 (pi) E R +, 
a common sign for (ss,-, ....sB,)V1 (Pi) and wl((ss,-, ...~~,)-l (pi)) means 
that (ss,_,...sa,w,‘)~‘(Bi)~Rf; i.e., Z(S~,...S,,W;~)=~(S~,~, . ..s~.w,‘) 
+ 1, for all i. Hence. E(ww;‘) = E(w) + I(w; ‘). 
Let cp: H’(sflw)(~B w . x) -+ H4”‘)(w .x) be non-zero. 
COROLLARY 2. Halftheset (MJ,,.x)w,EW consists of composition factors 
on Im cp, while the other half consists of composition factors of Ker q. 
Proof. For any root A, w,(y) is positive for exactly half the elements w, 
of W since w,(y)~ Rf if and only if w~w,(~)E R-. 
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